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22 degrees Pisces

The Angels
of
Assistance
Also known as
The Angels
of

Armefia
Beloved,

Even though there are many groups of heavenly hosts
that facilitate protection and assistance,
to world servers and seekers of truth,
we especially make ourselves available
to those who are beginners on the path to wisdom.

Anyone, even a person who is not versed in higher
wisdom,
that needs the protection of very important
people,
or who needs a just sentence if summoned to
court innocently,
or who needs leniency when they are guilty,
can secure our assistance.
Also, a spiritually mature person sometimes, through
inner guidance,
seeks help for ordinary people that are in great danger.

We answer these calls for assistance.
In this context an “ordinary person” means someone who
bases reality on the physical world
of the five senses and who thus does not usually relate to
unseen beings, fully trust inner guidance,
meditate, identify self as a world server, or consciously
follow a path to enlightenment.

We respond to prayers of spiritually mature people
who invoke us
on behalf of those who are not personally aware of
their own divinity
as children of God or their connections with the
beings of Heaven.
Many ordinary people do not think to pray, or if they do,
have experienced frustration in the process of invoking
and praying to the heavenly hosts.
Perhaps there has been a sense of futility or doubt
whether their prayers are being answered.
This negative emotional energy attracts unwanted results.
Sometimes the level of attunement,
especially the refinement of the heavenly hosts,
is so subtle that the ordinary person cannot perceive the
existence of angelic realms
without first attaininga deeper state of consciousness.
In the case of many people, the coarse attunement of
"ordinary consciousness",
beta brain waves, is so dense
that no signal is consciously received.

Another problem, similar to the one just noted, is that
spiritually unaware people,
even if they were to consider the possibility of prayer,
might not approach with an open heart full of
unconditional love.
In this case communication is very difficult.
"As above, so below."
Consider when humans listen to one another.
It is much easier for anyone to communicate with
someone
who approaches him or her with tremendous love,
gratitude, humility, patience and appreciation.
Right away response is certain.
Contrast that situation with someone who is distrustful,
or asking frantically for more favors,
and does not know how to listen, to top it off.
Communication is very difficult.
Many people in this state are the ones that we help when
asked,
especially by any child of light on their behalf.
So remember, when inner guidance and flowing feelings of
wisdom
prompt one person to pray for another
who needs protection and assistance,
Divine Providence often sends us to operate through this
request.
Our primary purpose is to protect any that are under
threat of injustice
or danger
and seek help.
At this time, Divine Providence has ordained that angels of
protection of every kind
focus upon the affairs of Earth
in answer to deep will-to-live and will-to-spiritualperfection
that awakens within hearts of every being each day.

Even the most unenlightened beings on Earth
are experiencing expanding desires to live lives of bliss,
and the affairs of Earth are at a point where this is only

possible
if the entire energy field of Earth is restored
to harmony and unconditional love.
Bringing the entire Earth,
and all who live upon her,
into a state of enlightenment,
unconditional love,
and attunement to Divine Will
is absolutely necessary for the health of Divine Providence
itself.

Because of the prayers of so many, we have now
been given permission,
under the laws of intercessory prayer,
to do whatever is necessary to restore perfection
and happiness upon the Earth.
The experiment to allow forgetfulness of the
interconnectedness of all life
has reached its time of completion in this cycle.
Like any dream that has run its course,
the time for awakening has come.
For many, the time between sleep and waking is now.

With every moment nightmares and dreams of sleep
are loosening their grips on the consciousness of people
everywhere.
As this is happening, awareness is growing
that what has just been experienced as vivid reality
is in actuality a dream.
Along with realizing that it has been a dream
is a growing awareness that actual truth is the original
divine blueprints of creation.
These blueprints are something altogether different
from what was originally considered reality.
Quantum theory and plasma theory explain these
phenomena quite well.
Now, more than ever in recent history, it is possible and
even likely,
that the mass consciousness of ordinary people
is ready to take a quantum leap into enlightenment,
like the hundredth monkey phenomenon.
Just as awakening from a nightmare or dream
results in a person opening the eyes and realizing that
they have been asleep;
as complete wakefulness arrives,
each person remembers and senses the natural Divine
Unity
and attunement to Divine Will
that was experienced in infancy.

Such people naturally access Divine Intelligence as they
did as small children,
and experience flowing natural feelings
of Unconditional All-encompassing Love
as they once did in their hearts as adolescents.
Then Heaven on Earth is attracted into form through
these divine flowing feelings of love
as the five senses,
logic
and memory
of adult consciousness
awaken naturally to beauty.

“Ye must be as little children, to enter [awaken] to the
kingdom of Heaven.”

Meditate on the divine virtues of the letters of our name,
Armefia ,
to become one in consciousness with us.

Armefia
The letter A of our name represents the divine virtue of
wisdom and enlightenment.

The wisdom of the open heart,
through this virtue,

instinctively understands the original purity of all ideas
that exist within all of creation
and therefore has the occult faculties and artistic gifts
with which to work miracles to bring Heaven to Earth.
As these original pure divine ideas are understood to be
the original divine blueprints of creation,
all imperfections on every level
are recognized
and released back to Divine Being for transformation into
other states
that are the highest good.
This is the virtue of umlaut A, ae.
To experience the infinite wonders of free will,
The One Indivisible Divine Consciousness dreams
that it is many different forms and beings interacting
together.
It dreams that it and they exist in many different times
and places.

The divine virtue of free will, or inner guidance,
in each of the unique individual expressions of The One
Life,
is the meaning of letter R of our name.
This inner guidance connects the many with the one
and is responsible for keeping impeccable harmony in the
web of life.
By experiencing these dreams, emotions of Divine Love are
expressed in infinite ways.

There exist many Lovers and many Beloveds.
The Divine Virtue of flowing emotions are the meaning of
letter M.
Emotion is the magnetic power that attracts new realities
into form.
Divine Consciousness is omnipresent, which is the letter E
of our name.
Whatever is done to anything, anywhere, affects The One
Divine Indivisible Being everywhere,
like a stone thrown into a pond creating ripples over the
entire surface.
A person with this virtue understands the unity,
interconnectedness,
and awareness
that exists everywhere in all time and space.
He or she is able to join individual consciousness with
Universal Consciousness
and to transfer consciousness to any part of The One

Being.
This virtue operates through the deep delta brainwave of
the inner divine infant self.
The perfection of Heaven is reflected in the created
visible worlds.
This is the Divine Virtue of the legality of the harmony
between and within all visible microcosms
and the macrocosms.
The is the Divine Virtue expressed by the letter F.
This virtue governs the necessity for Earth to be as
Heaven.
It also governs the necessity for all brainwave patterns to
be in harmony.
“As above, so below.”
Whenever any part of The Divine Being creates kindness
and goodness
in any way towards any other part,
the effects of this goodness are returned to the original
part that created it
after affecting the entire unified field of consciousness.

Therefore, the understanding of the virtue of Cause and
Effect and Karma is most important.
It is the letter I.
This virtue awakens mastery over being, will, thought,
feeling, and form.
This includes memory, remembrance and conscience
and the understanding of how the breath creates
awareness inwardly and outwardly.
This is used through eloquence, artistic gifts, mystical
faculties and the state of wisdom and enlightenment,
which is the virtue of A.
As wisdom is gained, all imperfections are gladly released
for changes into other states that are the highest good of
all concerned.
This is the virtue of umlaut A, ae.
The melody of our name is G, C, D, D, F sharp, G, G. and C.

Miracles

By invoking this Law, complete protection is provided,
since The Law of One operates throughout The
Unified Field,
activates divine DNA remembrance in all life,
and overrides all lessor laws.

This is the original law of creation, from which all
other laws come, both civil and social.

The Law of One
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of Who I Am;
and I am one with all there is;
I ask that only the Highest Good
of All concerned happen.
I give thanks that this is done.

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common
precursor, or root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in
the zone girdling the earth, and the angels who work with him or her.

The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or
paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is
referenced from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced
from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.

The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a
preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher
from notes written by Franz Bardon.

******************

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law
over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.

Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY

THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
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